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TRIBUTE TO JUN
During the trophy presentation,
len Byeel, one of the directors
or the Theta Chi -sponsored talent
bow, silenced the happily enterpined student audience with a
enous tribute to the late Pretsilent, John F. Kennedy. Bycel said,
There a is goal future for us all,

JFK would be proud of his young
people tonight because they
proved they can do anything, as
all Americans can do anything."
Theta Chi featured between -act
and after-show entertainment. Bill
Boggle, Jeff Davis, Ron Jerevas
and Grant Somers, the "Shiloh
Four," all members of Theta Chi,
seemed to receive the audience’s
approval with their singing of
folk songs. They were called back
by Master of Ceremonies, Paul
Rogers to sing during the interval
while the judges decided the winners.
MORE ACTS
Other acts performing in the
show were "The Three phases of
College Music," by Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity; "Santa’s Workshop," by Alpha Phi sorority:
"College Languish Spoken Here,"
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity;
"Far Away Places," by Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority; and "Radius: A Greek Tragedy," by Theta
Xi fraternity.
The show is sponsored and produced by Theta Chi fraternity.
-

Spring Post Open
Applications are available In
the College Union for the postilion of Weekend Co-ltec Director for tile spring semester. Applications must be completed and
returned to the Union to today.

Student Questions
Answered on Union
EDITOR’S NOTE: Th following is the second of two articles
Inswing questions Awn the proposed College Union. The questions
ire answered by the College Union Plonning Committee.
I. Who
What would he included and what left out of
the proposed College Union building?
It hasn’t been decided. A student -faculty College Union
Planning Committee spent many hours putting together a
proposal in enough detail to submit to the Chancellor’s
Office for a go-ahead on the program.
Probably much of the Union facility outlined in this
proposal will be incorporated in the final plan.
But every aspect of the proposed building will be subjected to student scrutiny, suggestion and criticism. The
entire student body will be surveyed to determine what the
students want. Such a survey was being conducted this week,
and there %sill he others.
Students will continue in key spots in planning the ultimate building, and Student Council will pass on the final
plans before construction begins.
The intent throughout is that the College Union shall
he exactly what the students want. and what
the students
want Will
decided by the students themselves.
I. It has ’aril silt’ that the proposed Union contains too many
1011.- Ire cultural facilities being sacrificed tor "play
To fulfill its function, the Union must he the campus
cultural venter. But space for social activities
dancing,
games, group recreation is important ton.
The goal is an appropriate balance -- and once again,
the students will determine what they want.
t But don’t we also need expert advice In planning this building?
Yes. Expert college union consultants already have been
emPloyerl to advise on the planning. First step after student
approval of the College Union program at next week’s election will be the employment of a College Union expert who
Preounahl... will become the permanent Union director.
4 Vi tat
an architect?
A search will begin immediately for the best -qualified
Pnvate amhitect available. The Student Council must approve the architect chosen for the job.
3’ Why not spend this money on a library or other educational
favility?
The State will build those for us. A new library is al "’MY Pitt of the college Master Plan. But only the students
ran build a
College Union.
8- But do the
student,’ really want a Union?
That’s for the students to decide
and that’s what next
week’s election is for. San Jose State College is one of the
few. perhaps the only college or university of its size in the
"WIT without a College Union.
At hundreds of other institutions, great and small, the
students have
recognized the enormous advantages of a
"Ian
truly called "the living room of the campus."
; ; A handsome, comfortable, friendly "place to go and do
Things." To meet friends; to sit on a romfortable lounge anti
4105; keen a coffee date, bowl, or play a game of billiards
Sr tennis; to
watch television or listen to hi-fi; attend a
ng or a conference; see an art display or hear # concert.
Suth
Place would transform student life and student
the
, pleasure his college. it would add immeasurably to
nt attending San Jose State,
Lsa
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Wilkinson
Calls HCUA
Racist Group

Chi Omega Wins Greek
iweepstake Trophy
ZIMMERNIA101
lb JA(’KIE
come true at
Fail’ tales do
Omega sorority
lost for the Chi
s they walks.’ away with the
Feepaakes prize in the 12th
last night
nnual All -Greek show
their
t the Civic Auditorium with
Nursery
rsion of -Contemporary
Dames"
was
First place sorority division
Omegas
le awarded to the Chi
able Kappa Kappa Gamma
tamed second place sorority diision prize for their rendition of
Qat Has Happened to Bursque?" Delta Sigma Phi’s "Fresno. Man" won approvingly of
te first place fraternity division
rophy and Pi Kappa Alpha’s
Tour of Sparta.’ was presented
eh second place fraternity diision prize.
Acts were judged on basis of
riginality, preparation and presntation. Judges were Dr. Courtney Brooks, professor of speech;
homas E. Eagan, professor of
tole and Howard Miller, a.s.
leant professor of speech.

1963

By STEVE ACOSTA
A charge of racism was leveled
against the House Committee on
en-American Activities yesterday
in ’11155.
Frank Wilkinson, Executive director of the National Committee
to Abolish the House Committee
on Un-American Activities, cited
I ties’ reasons for his accusation:
First, "The committee has always been led by persons with a
racist point of view or with vested
interests in segregation."
Second, They have always harassed those working for integration."
Third, "The committee pros 1;li.ht.H-ly,e, ammunition to be used
.,.,,anst integration."
Wilkinson explained the third
stating that once somethme
presented at a HCUA hearing,
no matter how untrue it is, it may
be reprinted without fear of libel.
This, he said, deprives the ;iceused of any adequate defense

-,son

Trustees Hear Alumni

’Save Tower Hall
Urges Delegation
,

William J. Eckert, president of
the SJS Alumni Association, and
Assemblyman Alfred E. Alquist
ill-San Joset, combined persuasion efforts for the renovation of
Tower Hall before a meeting of
, the Trustees of the California State
Colleges in Los Angeles yesterdas.
Meanwhile telegrams and letters
670 to tear down and build another
poured in from alumni scattered
thtoughout California. urging that
Tower Hall be renovated rather
than destroyed.
Said Alquist: "The tremendous
*
*
*

Dr. Duncan Takes
Stand to Back
Tower Renovation

savings to taxpayers alone shotahl
resolve this question in la or it
retention and renovation of Tower

,

Shortly after 4 p.m., Eekert
made fair points in his effoit Ill
persuade the trustees to retain the
historical building. He said Tower
Hall had importance from the
point of aesthetics, of sentiment
and that it also created "gtexlwill
between the college and the community, since its auditorium niaile
ressible cultural offerings to life
coy as a whole."
Richard Buxton, executive director of the SJS Alumni Association, said the economics of the
matter gave them then strongest
argument. It has been estimated
that it will cost a total of $3,798,640 to tear down and build another
structure in place of the 53-yearold Tower Hall. To renovate it will
cost an estimated $762.725.
No action was taken by the
trustees at the information meeting. The board is awaiting a proposal horn the California Department , Finance, to be pi esented
ti-airob

Dr, Carl D. Duncan, professor
of entomology and science education, and an instructor at SJS for
the past 42 years, took a positise
NI;111(i on the Tower Hall question
EXAMPLE
Citing an example of "raeiim." yesterday.
In a letter to SJS Alumni PresiWilkinson pointed out. "Within
iw.) hours the oldest integratian dent William Eckert, Dr. Dune
movement in the south was effec- said, "To abandon the Tossit
tively destroyed under a Louisiana rather than to strengthen it sulet!.
because the State has raised th,
IICUA group."
Wilkinson said that Louisiana ; requirements for earthquake l’
to
under orders from 1-1CUA. sistant construction . . .
impounded files of an inter-racial play only the material callousoceip and arrested some of its which in the minds of tiwi mr, .
HERE’S HOPINGAn SJS rooter crosses her fingers in hopes
; persons already stands for the ;
loaders. The charge: operating
that SJS will win the basketball game with Portland University
; age of America."
tonight and Saturday night as she gazes in awe at 6 -foot 9 -inch
;;mmunist organization in the
. Dr. Duncan stated the college tA n‘.."
.s alith, said Wilkinson.
junior Greg Peterson, center on the team. These are the first
at
gilt:’
lose
home games of the season and will be played in the Men’s Gym
it is
The anti-H(17A leader added ’will
-character
andmission
"hat- Portiand
ky met Unit
1""1’"’’
purpose and
Mike Cook. chosen head Yell
at 8 p.m. At the game the rally committee is setting up a
, !hat a Louisana court later de- I Per
sense left
or if we are willing to
we have
Leader prior to Thankseivims: t itroped -off section for all holders of ASB cards. Rooters must be ;dared that there was no evidence
; give up all of our links with the (’it
tam,
wearing white.
I warranting the arrest or seizure past and the future. without which
and his f"ir assistants wilt
group was in vinizitiori ,
assume their duties for the first
!and lhat the
a true culture ceases to exist."
this,
of the fits!. fourth and fourteenth I
P"’"’".’ I"’ hu"’"
The 1963 Grand Marshal of time at,
amonilments of the U.S. Constitu’
also noted that the e’n1" "e"
Homecoming
Serving with Cixik are Ciai si 0 as
loss of Morris Dailey Auditorium ’ Biamneman,
Bill Loughlin, Roger
’WIPE OUT’
has forced cultural Exrtormances ’ Miller
arid Ray Terry Al Avecilia
Hypothetically. we COUld
to be held in the men’s gymnasium and Mike
Nlendleson will serve .is
the House Committee on Un- and other "inadequate" areas.
altrrnates to the Spartan spirit
iiiiirican Activities in six months
Dailey
Morris
the
need
"We
tlutse questioned had the ristlu Auditorium." Dr. Duncan said. leaders.
Cook was chosen to lead the
enms-examine.- claimed Wilk’’’. "and we need it returned to the
spirit squad by the Fs:trials e
I
delay."
colleue with a
Commit tee of the Rally Commit tee
r:, IrainS finding that ’
ill‘ C.
Wilkinson said that under p., .
The Drama Department’s in
before Thanksgiving
rcli
koll
itiOaj
t,c SilrViVe seven of the IICUA rules no et is duction of Jean Girataloux
The assistants were chosen last
I ht. ShOCkS (If the world.
examination of a witness is ,
mantic fantasy, "Ondine,- els
aght by student and faculty replowed. He added that he doliti,
Throughout.
Girmirloux
finely
esentatives.
tonight in the Ciillege Theater ;it
!luxes the tragic and the comic! that the committee could he ,
Cook was initially introduced at
8:15.
with his sense of high comedy.
I formed, but if the right to et:
t
SJS U !
’;
c.;;::the
allowed,
were
examine
Set in the pre-Gothie era, the
tonight,
traitorThe play runs
lie socreeds Dick Harris
play stars ’Terry Lumley as the row, and Wednesday through Sat - mittee could be abolished.
Leader.
water nymph Ondine, and Russell I’ urdav next week. Tickets are avail -1 Wilkinson
The College Union information:,
the eighth
was
Holcomb as the knight Mitts with’ able ’ weekdays from I-1 p.m. lit speaker this semester sponsored ; program ki not being financed by
whom she falls in love.
I the College Theater Box (Wire for by ’AS(’ ’Toward an Actisii Stti- general student body funds.
This clarification comes in the
Hans, seeking resPite from his 50 cents tor o.,l.’ ii sl
hir lent Community’.
heat of recent student chimers
journey on a stormy night, stops
that the educational campaign is
in the home of Auguste and Eubeing paid for by general student
genie, the parents iif Ondine
body money.
Jerry Hoffman, senior art m .played by James Ehrenburg and
On the contrary, the program jor, has been declared vvinner 01
Gretchen Greene.
is being financed by a special union the College Union poster contest,
Ondine instantly falls in los,
* PERFORMING CAST *
building fund, now about $230.000, I and Phi Kinzli, senior conservawith the knight, and though Hans
Three research grants totaling accumulated during the last 25 tion major, has taken first in union
August
Jamas Ehrenburg
is bethrothed to the Princess Ber5217,51X) have recently been re- years, according to Al Henninget. des ism compet it ion.
Gretchen Greene
tha, Ondine and Hans are married I Eugenie
Hans
Russell Holcomb
ceived by San Jose State front the ’ ASII treasurer.
Hoffman will receive a $20 gift
and must make an appearance its
Terry Lumley
Ondine
National Science Founikition. Pres ! "Any money expended in behalf certificate, Kinzli will he awarded
the court of King Hercules VI,
Johnson
The Old One
Colin
union
edueational
of the college
Wahlquist has announced.
a $25 certificate.
Lord Chamerlain
Dan Zaniest.,
played by Jim Tellefson.
Receiving honorable mention in
Superintendent of
Two of the grants will finance program is from this fund, not
Ondine, all innonce and virtue,
the Theater
Store Tf;nw411
institutes to be held next summer; from the ASH general fund or the poster contest were Bat ry
is unable to cope with the false
Trainer of the
the third will finance an institute I any of the ASH budgets," Hen- Rothman, senior. art: Raylene
David McClellan
Seals
ways of the court. and her apHermann, junior, art; and Frank
that will begin in August and eon- ninger stated yesterday.
Bertha
Marian Stew.
pearance brings wide commotion.
Verifying Henninger is William I F’urrutri, sophomote. art.
Bertram
Tracy Thornell , tinue through the 1964-65 acaThe mood of the play is a blendKathy Dunne
Violante
Felse, student affaits businessf Two students received honnrable
demic year.
Angelique
Nancy Niederholler
ing of both tragic and comic elemanager.
mention in the design contest: Don
A grant of $37,200 has been
Matho
Carlo Michelletti
ments The tragridt is the knowl"This union fund comes from Elliott, freshman, architecture; and
Sally Kemp
Salammbo
MAP for a Summer Institute in
three main sources," Felse told the Edward Pickkola, senior, industrial
All,. Donovan
A Lord
ma t hemat ics for junior college
Daily yesterday.
A Lady
Terri Rattray
design.
mathematics teachers, which will
Colin Johnson
Illusionist
I. Spartan Shop contributions.
The winning Poster will he
be directed by 141.. Lester 11. Lange,
used
The eine
Jim Tellehon
32.. DoStundaetni,tnishodfyromdonation.
ti
in the College Union educational
David McClellan
A Servant
head of the mathematics departgraduating campaign.
First Fisherman
Steve Trinwith
ment.
classes.
Colin Johnson
Second Fisherman
To finance a Summer Institute
President John T. Wahlquist will
First Judge
Dan Zenvetior
The $230.000 includts all interesi
this
D.C.
college
for
junior
Second
Judge
Allen
Donovan
Washington,
chemistry
in
to
travel
gathered by the tiertimidatist
Gary Sacco
Esecutioner
RECORD SALE
teachers of chemistry, a grant of money the last 25 years, Feist, sail
Wef‘kflitt to 0’111(1 a meeting of
Kitchen Maid
Sharon Cressio
isitry
Ads
rum’
been
$39,100
Force
has
reCeiVP(i.
Dr.
Harthe Air
And each contribution is on re,.
The Ondines
STARTS
land I). En-three, associate proles- I ord as bring made for a future
Panel at the Pentagon next M011 Carla Latham, Anne Morris,
nor of chemistry, will be the di- I SJS College Union, he explained.’
Mary Spangnberg
day.
rector.
Some $3,500 hex been budgeted
Pres. Wahlquist is one of nine
TECHNICAL STAFF
))1
A grant of $141,200 has been I from the $230,000 to finance the
college presidents in the United
\((((\4\«k(
Director
Flizabeih Lonffler
made for an Academic Year Insti- union edueational program.
States and the only 011C from
Se Design
J. Wendell Johnson
SJS students vote Wednesday
tute in mathematics for junior high
Ca li fori na ssho serves on the panel
Lighting
Ken Dorsi
MONDAY / ///
school teachers of mathematics and Thursday to determine if they \\
The president represents the
Costumes
Celinde Shepherd
Ameriean Association 01 Colleges
Dr. Max Kramer. professor of I wish to assess themselves mandaVocal Director
Ehlabelh Travis
Sporton Bookstore
Stage Managnr
Bob Bigelow
ma t hemat k’s, will direct the insti-1 tory lees to help finance the pmfor "’fetcher Education This is his
P;u14.1
posed $3.6 million student center.
fourth year on
tute.

New Set of Spirit
Leaders Take Over
At Tonight’s Game

In College Theater

Curtain Rises at 8:15 Tonight ,
For Romantic Play "Ondine

Special Union Fund
Comes From Three
Main Sources

Ondine Cast List

Pres. Wahlquist
To Attend Panel

Research Grants
Received Here

Art Major Wins
Poster Contest

Friday. r>eeember D. 198:1

ELT

2-SP.tRT t’k;

Thrust and Parry

Tennis, Anyone?
The State of California has got a pretty good game of tennis
Slate’s Tower hail seems to lie the ball.
going. 1nd San it
Month after monk the State College Board of Truttecs has
given indications that 11n ultimate fate of the 53 -year -old building
would be deteinniled. Month after month. something has come up
to delay th
Of the dosed building, and Tower Hall gets
it 4,1111111We.
bounced Ii iii commin
tilt.doting the Caster break. Tower Hall was
Iii
il.
boarded up for -ably leasons.
At the Oct. lo -11 meeting of the Board of Trustees. the Board
final d’ -iii; on the matter. It considered
was expected to make
four possible 1.1;111- It; either renosidon2 all or part of the building.
or replacing Ow em ire structure with a new classroom structure.
For sonn .ison. the cconmittee study in. the proposals decided
prt to the Board until thi Noy einrier meeting.
not to reo
A few days before the Note:Mier meeting. President Wahlquist
said he expected a "showdown.- For some reasons again. Tower
Flan didn’t even get considered. The most the local press could learn
was that the State Department of Finance was still studying the
proposals.
Yesterday. the Trustees cony ened again and the chairman of
their Campus Planning Cummittyi was to give his long-awaited
report.
Flash - word came that the Department of Finance was study
ing Yet another proposal and the Campus Planning Committee
couldn’t report to the Trustees until it had heard a report from the
Department of Finance on the new proposal.
Plc -as from Tower Ball supporters were listened to. 1.ut action
was put off until after the new pniposal could be considered. Once
again. Tower Hall got the bruslooff. Once again, a crucial month’s
time was li-t.
If I oiier Ilall is delayed long enough. no one’s going to (are
lie torn this ii.\le hope this isn’t the
.11,.111.1 it it
Or pi
imam. of th state. but it may Is the result if the Trustees don’t
reach a .r..11.0111
SPARTAN SPEARS
Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary service group,
was founded on the SJS campus
in March, 1933. It is the only
,cganization on campus which
has remained entirely a service

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER
(Recommended by Nad nes
Beauty Salon - ES 7-6193)
For Appointment Call
CY 5-5911
Renee Towers, R. E.

E
By G raJdc,
A Drama Department Production
also December 11 thru 14
College Theatre

Curtain 8:15 p.m.

SJS Students 50t

Gen. Adm. 51.25

Box Office 5th and E. San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 p.m. Weekdays

0

Union at great expense cior are
not all truly worthwhile and
noble things valued by their
cost? P we can become far, far
better students than we have
ever been before.
How strange it seems that we
were so foolish as to feel that
our money could be spent on
better thaings than a Student
Union! IloW foolish etc!. to have
thought that more professors
(paid higher wages), and more
adequate classroom buildings,
and more books in our understaffed, under-stocked library
were of far greater value to the
student!
Or is this, in truth, a campus
composed of glorified high school
students rather than real college
students, who came here with
some silly notion about studying?
The result of the vote on the
proposed Student Union will tell
all.
Ahron liogomibiky
A8720
Patricia Nichols
A.5302

Bookstore Sale Ban
Of Voice Criticized
Editor:
Recently Mr. Wineroth, manager of the Spartan 1kxikstore,
banned the sale of the Campus
Voice in the store. This was a
great injustice to the students
of San Jose State. Campus
Voice is one of the few literary
productions in which complete
freedom of expression is possible. Not only teachers and
students can express themselves via this medium, but so
also may the man on the street
if he so desires. America is already lacking in media where
complete freedom of expression
is possible, and now the Spartan Bookstore is contributing to
the lack.
It is my understanding that
Campus Voice is banned for two
reasons: the publication represents the ideas of only a "narrow segments of the students,"
and secondly, it is "impossible
to predict the conient of future
issues." In rebuti.il I would like
to say that the Spartan Book-

Janitorial Services -Could Refute Apathy

Editor:
am upset, to say the least,
that the "major policy making
body at San Jose State" feels
that it has the right to ignore
the spirit, if not the letter, of the
Brown Act by excluding the
press and public from Academic
Council meetings.
Do we conclude from this outrageous act that the Council is
simply declaring its right to irresponsibility: or is it (as seems
to be the easel that the Council
is only a rubber stamp for an
administ :t I .n which doesn’t

Larry Rivers
11111115

Editor:
"Don’t ask what the Union
can do for you but what you
can do for the Union." Practically, I suggest that legally
binding pledges for lifetime janitorial and upkeep services be

RALPH’S PIZZA
945 The Alameda
297.5900
Free Delivery

sJS Studc
In Cause
per
P,
In the Intel
truth Mud
tructuis Biame
waled
tr
special Stu
TYPEW
Rental
MODERN
MACHIP
N t Sin Parr’

Bit
Students $1.00
Starts 7 p.m.
552

EDITOR’S NOTE: A meeting
Tuesday of a committee set up by
Spartan Shops, Inc., will determine
Bookstore policy regarding the sale
of off-campus publications such as
the Campus Voice.

Academic Council
’Ignores Brown Act’

obtained from all our
enthij,i.
astic living groups.
Such a pro.
gram would definitely
demon.
strate that only an insignificant
portion of the student
hody
truly apathetic.

seem to have the foggiest notion
of the role of the administrator
in what has, in fact, become primarily a liberal arts college?
Carl K Nash
A3747

. Bascom
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CY 5-7238

Last Night
Tonight

Eugene O’Neill’s
LONG DAY’S
JOURNEY INTO NIGHT

alc

Where Men’s Strange
Desires are Fulfilled

1347 MI
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nappy HOW

CI { E MA

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT MOST
SHOCKED ABOUT FIIM OF OUR YEAP.Sl
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\\ LA
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Students $1.00
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"LONG DAY’S JOURNEY
INTO NIGHT"
"THE BALCONY"
- Students $1.00 -

"EUROPE IN THE RAW’
"EVE AND THE HANDY MAN
- Studen.s $ 5: -

C Y 73060
1433 THE ALAMEDA

TOWNE

SARATOGA
14502 BIG BASIN WAY
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"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
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Students Satirize
College Union Idea
tatitor:
We are simply thrilled to our
little toe-nails to learn that a
tow alert students have taken it.
upon themselves to inform us of
:i great need in our desolate
flow wonderful to now
kflOW that hy building a College

store is full of literature that
has narrow appeal, and also it is
impossible to predict the content of future issues ot many
well-known magazines that are
sold in the store.
It is an insult to the integrity
and the intelligence of the students to have someone decide
what they should or should not
read. Once students’ reading
rights are restricted along certain lines it is time to stop giving out B.A. and B.S. degrees
and start giving out P.R. (Program Robot i degrees.
Robert T. Mora de II. I.
ASH MD

"Queen of American folksingers

SAT. EVE., DEC. 7 at

8 30

1969 Alum Rock Ave.

Alma and Almaden Rd.
"VIOLENT MIDNIGHT"
"DEFIANT DAUGHTERS"
"PLAYGIRLS AFTER NIGHT"

South Screen
"MCL1NTOCK"
"WIVES AND LOVERS ’

." Newsweek.

’’STUDIO

San Jose Civic Aud.

CY 26778

1st & San Salvador

Tickets On Sale Now at WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE in
Sherman Clay, 89 So, First St., San Jose - 10:30 to 5:30 $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.

"UNDER THE YUM-YUM TREE"

CY 3-6252

410 E. Willi4

North Scree,
"GIRL FEVER’
"TOWER OF LONDON’.
"VAMPlRE
"SEA NYMPHS"

_..._ _
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Editor:
It is true that the folk singers
brought to this campus by the
Folk Music Club have less "appeal" to the average student
than do the Kingston Trio or
Peter. Paul, and Mary.
However, I resent your implication that such artists as Ellen
Faust, Roger Perkins and Larry
Hanks, and Bukka White, are
somehow inferior to the more
commercial folk singers, and
therefore deserving of less publicity and less popularity.
Their lack of appeal is due not
to any artistic inadequacy on
their part, but to a lack of
knowledge on the part of the
public. This lack of knowledge is
due to a discriminatory policy
on the part of our media of communication. which caters to an
audience whose tastes have been
molded by those very media of
communication. It is a vicious
circle.
And I especially resent your
implication that the Spartan
Daily has the right to penalize
these artists for their lack of
popularity.
It is my contention not only
that the folk singers sponsored.
by our organization are more
entertaining and enjoyable to listen to than the commercial singers, but also that their music has
greater depth and greater artistic value.
The Folk Music Club is striving to educate the student body
to this fact. If the Spartan Daily
were to do its duty and publicize
our concerts adequately, these
artists might gain some of the
popularity they deserve.
Page Brown( len
President, SJS Folk Music Club
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Spartan
Daily did not imply that the artists
you mentioned were inferior to the
others. The Daily stated that they
do not have the appeal the others
have, therefore not deserving of
equal space. For example, if Event
A and Event B were happening on
the same night, the event that
would be of interest to more students would naturally get more coverage. If the appearance of the
artists you mention didn’t interest
enough students, than perhaps you
should blame the students and not
the Spartan Daily, which can only
reflect the views of its readers on
such events.

OPENS TONIGHT

Tonight & Tomorrow

Brownton Resents
’Daily Implication’
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Services
Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45
Topic: Christian Living
Speaker: Mac Martine:
College Fellowship - 8:15 p.m.
Services - 11.00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.

4T1’;4164

International Christmas

The Alameda
at Shasta
294-7447

in residence, Univ. of Santa Clara
Foreign Students Guests

Sunday 9:40 a.m.
The Temptation of Christ
and of Spartans -

Auspices
Roger Williams Fellowship

(hi

r.leon

ORGANIZATION OF YOUR CHOICE

GIFTS

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin
for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH

Bapii.i 1.4burch

.-.14

Trensportetinn leaves linnt 7th
and San Fernando 7.20 a.m.
.rorl5 l r m

Welcome to St Joseph’s Parish Catholic Information Center at
91 E. San Antonio St where You can find the answers to all of
your persenel guestinns no Owe Catholic. Faith,

kiNtscwiewtts wirlw’re’10

Ss 1.ei ker. Sew Wev$000wirteritlieweeele 5*Saia $ a SeViedas ’w Werra a, 1,1

tWesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)

J. Benton White,
Campus Ministrae
Sunday. December 8
*6:00 p.m. Supper 40c
(No reservation necessary)
7 on pm. Whet if Means philo
sophicelly and practically to be a
11., ..rn
will hi. Mr

the

downtr,wn ’birch
catering to the college community
8:30 & 11.00 a.m. - Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. - College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. - Tri-C Club
7:00 p.m. - Evening Service
1911 So Second St See Jose
Clierieno. R. Smirk, n.n., Pwsirr
lArolo*

Vi.1.64.’1.
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SUNDAY
worship Flours
Billie Study Clams
Evening Worship

830 a.m.
1045 ea.
945 a.m.
7:00 P.M.

Int

7:30 p.m.

King and

SPECIAL CLASSES
STUDENTS
FOR COLLEGE
sander’ at eyil urn.
4.
81 North Eighth
Mininur: Paul (Or
-

ftrlti,1

WEDNESDAY

441 South 104h
Street

79 S. 5th
CY 5-9638

"Assist at Mass"

e in.
Worship
11.00 am, 1.00 pm.

C ampus Religious Guide is
it:ttIclj to provide Intoinintion
left:roils set’s-it,. it,
SAS community. Meeting dates
and times for These organizations
may be found in Spartaguide
elsewhere in I he? paper, all week.

is now open
Dolly Mass at C W.C. 11.45 a.m.
Discussion Group Tues, eves. at 8 p m.
Newman Club Meetings Wed. at 8 p.m.

PRAYER BOOKS

2nd it,
292-2353

Schedule of Services:

The new

NEWMAN CLUB

96

-rAft,A0

Religious News

VISIT THE CAMPUS RELIGIOUS

The Catholic Student Center

RELIGIOUS

114,11/

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

/IMES

Suntley Masse;. 6-1.8.9.10-11. IS 12.15
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.
Daily Masses; 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30. 7:30 to 9:00

.040814111aleielw’w^AIKSeoielwl,

h.1111%111ip

p.m.

NrOpon..1

(

I

Seminar. Dirk Crillith

RELIGIOUS RECORDS

484 East San Fernando
Giroroa ’ Shor4y" Collins John Al Alert
Pastor
Baptist Collage Chaplain

5 45 p.m.
Al Finley of

9:43 a.m.
Ire p

R. Fiedler. Dir. of Music
N. !Hies, Vicar

INTERVARSITY SUPPLIES

Come sin,
folksinger!

Sunday. December 3, 1963
N:1
f

Your Store
for

Brotherhood is Possible’’

Speaker: Mr. John Beecher, poet

John Knox
Campus & Career
Fellowt,hip

A

Evangel Bible
Book Store

Star Banquet
Topic

Gamma Delta Meeting - Wed 7

3rd & San Antonio

11.

*Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11:00

A. J. Brommer, Pastor
292-5404

6:00 p.m. Sunday, Decen-b, 8

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

t

2 blocks from school

Pastor Arvid Carlson

WESTMINSTER

(Missouri Synod)
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St

11
t f’
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CENA
CHRISTCURCH
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All ore teek,,me

Spartan Tri-C

First Immanuel Lutheran
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Canterbury
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Episcopalians at San Jose
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Worship Sunday
First
St. Paul’s
Keeita Clara &
lOtto at See Salvedoe
SAO & 11:30 a m.
I 1:00 am.
DC.114 Id A Gaffs,
JamLiFi.i.hta.r:4gar
;,’0$. 1014%
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Thrust and Parry
s Student Replies
Cause of Truth

thors are the champions of, I
1w:tie:Wally wish to "... recogIII/e and reject the ridiculous
halloos and outright lies in
iho propaganda of the radical
. . ." left! Since the "math instructors" are so concerned with
justice, truth and decency and
shocked as we all should be with
the assassination of our President, I offer the following corninents concerning recent events.
There rises now, strangely,
the repeated cry from the liberal establishment that the as-

Of clarificat if/11
the ’Math In which
’our
let55 Blame Extremists’
auo’isaed to suggest the
- Siudent Rates
TYPEWRITERS
12,,nial and Sale
MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
293-5283
E. San Fernando

the interest

ATTIC
1347 McKee Road
Open 9 A.M. to 2 A.M.
Daily
ppy Hour 5 - 7

HOOTENANNY
14r.."..TUTILINTG

mccoiNAN
-MONDAY
SUNDAY
2.00AM
VOSS

,92,.3
isf Like Having
We Furnish

ON

YOuR FM DiAL1.4

Your Own Private B.B.9.
The Cooking And Patio

DELICIOUS
HAIEBROILED BURGERS
LL with lettuce and tomato)
In... Sesame bun . . . 25c

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND
SANDWICHES

Ickburger . . . Sesame bun,
lar Pickle ... 39c
lb. Steakburger, French Roll
her Pickle . . 59c
lb. Extra Large, French Roll,
890
her Picile

Chicken Basket

99e

Shrimp Boat

89e

Spare Rib Basket

890

French Fries ......

I5c or 29c

Shakes

25e

Eye Stak sandwich, french
Koche POIn . . 890
ECIAL CHUCK BASKET
RGE PIZZA
TRA LARGE

69c
99c
$1.25

"CHANGING SCENE" Folk Music Fri. and Sof. night 9-12
HOOTENANNY TUESDAY NIGHTS

BIG BEN
0 E. William
Telephone Order: 294-8344
’HERE FOR THE BEST ELSEWHERE FOR THE REST"
qik 8k. 1..

FOLK MUSIC
riday & Sat Imlay nites
FEATURING...

"The new
chadyypeee Tie
Come sing along

with this exciting new group
And don’t forget our delicious

folksinger,..

of

PIZZA

’

iiikeriiiiattiookAroiraroismorf

Restaurant

International

Tropicana Shopping Center
King and Story Roads
Phone 258-8474
MMYriTri/nmiTtmin=rar

sassination of the President was
the direct result of a hysterical
wave of hate that has swept
the country and the innuendo
is that the campaign of hate is
something that has been promotest by concerned conservatives and thus they are responsible for the death of the
President. The fact is that Lee
Harvey Oswald was a Communist and a pro-Castroite--boasted openly of being both --- and
these facts cannot be overlooked.
The Communist Party, U.S.A.,
finds these revelations disturbing. And its followers and felloe..-travelers have been writhing in torment ever since it was
established that Oswald was a
Marxist -Communist.
Tens of thousands of leaflets
have been distributed in the
New York subways blaming the
assassination on the conservative
movement. The truth is, and a
little trolls seems to be needed
end iinderscored about this time,
that there may not yet be definitive evidence proving that
the assassination was a Communist plot or that anybody except Oswald was responsible,
hut certainly there has not appeared the faintest thread of
rc idence to implicate conservative elements. Yet this is what
tire efforts, originating Ii a
certain quarters, are st niggling
ti imply.

Special Explanations

On Union Extended
Editor:
There were two continents in
your "Sonic Say ’No’ to Union’
article of last Wednesday that I
feel require special explanations.
The first comment by Richard
Sutter states that the College
Union money should he spent on
other items such as "library
books, professors’ salaries or a
doctoral program." There are
Iwo points I should Like to make
in regard to this view:
ell We are concerned with financing a College Union, not
numerous other beneficial programs. If the College Union is
not passed there will he no funds
to finance other programs of the
above type. The issue. is the Cal -

E IN

Concern for Tower?
Write, Says Student
The decision
io what the
fate of Tower Doll will he is
drawing near. As a student at
San Jose State, I want Tower
Hall and the S1111’14111111111! build-

LITT1_E MAN ON CAMPUS
1V5f

Let’s graduate frorn hypoccrisy and begin to face the
truth. Are not the pharisees
who are carrying on this propaganda campaign the very people
who have long ridiculed the idea
that there is any Communist
threat from within this country?
Sadly enough, this does not
bring Kennedy back to life. It
does not help the horrifying
image that this nation has
achieved for itself by the outrageous exercise of animalism.
But at least let’s serve the
cause of truth and admit that
it was a Communist who committed this act as recent FBI
reports have confirmed.
Don nigh
ASIS 441H

Christian Freedom
’Differ, But with Love
Editor:
The events of two weeks ago
have sobered us all, and in seeing my letter to Al Mason re:
tiihlical mis-quoting appear in
Hu, Nov. 26 paper. I felt a little
sick. Not sick because I challenged him on the use of material: but sick because I did
not do it in such a spirit of love
which would have separated out
an attack upon ideas from an
attack upon the person. At
least I did not make this sufficiently clear. For this I would
apologize.
Somehow, we in our nation
must recover a better mood of
acceptance so that we will have
the freedom to honestly express
our feelings and ideas, to debate and be challenged, yet at
the same time to not ridicule
or isolate those who may disagree. For the events of Nov.
22-24 have clearly shown that
the extremist is one who has
been pushed out, not because we
differ with his ideas, but rather
in our differing we have ceased
to love him. The essence of
freedom is the freedom to differ; likewise, the essence of
Christian freedom is the freeit cm to differ while still loving
and striving to understand. This
is the meaning Of "peace" and
’reconciliation’ for me.
Don Emmet
Presbyterian Campus Pastor
for United Camper; Christian
Minist ry

C11,

sit LJOT THE WAY IT IZEADS: II IF
OF
WNAT
is
IF YOU HAD READ
THE ASSIGNMENT THE QUESTION WOL1LD DE PERFECTLY OLENR.4
lege Union, not doctoral programs, etc.
121 There is serious doubt as
to whether the College Union
proposal is a relative question.
We may have a few more personally rewarding uses for the
money we may be spending On
the Union, but the question still
remains: "Is the Union worth
an eventual $9 per semester as
a single itemr Possibly this can
be best illustrated by an analogy. For example, we may spend
$9 on both a coat and a textbook. While the textbook may be
more valuable to us, the coat
may still be worth $9 to us regardless of the relative value of
the textbexik.
The second comment by Karl
Pflock expressed his fear that
the Student Body would not have
adequate influence on the planning of the Union. In regard to
Pflock’s comment I would like
to recall attention to a resolution that was passed two weeks
ago by the College Union Committee. This resolution stated
that no action in regard to the
College Union would be taken
without the full approval of the
Student Council. At this point let
me assure you that the members
of Student Council will do everything possible to guide the construction of a Union which will

ings to remain. Cl is the only
structure on campus that has
any beauty to it. I would recommend that anyone who shares
my feelings communicate their
concern today by way of letter
or telegram to:
Mr. Paul Spencer, chairman
of the Campus Planning
Committee.
Board of Trustees of California State Colleges
Room 1122 New State Building
Los Angeles, Calif.
This is a movement begun by
the SJS Alumni Association.
They want our landmark to remain. So do I. Do you? If so,
express your opinion to our State
lioard of Trustees. Don’t let
apathy tear down Tower Hall.
i’at Butler
113

Students Seek Tower
Solution; Not Union
Editor:
We would like to express our
agreement with David Pace
whose letter appeared in the
Thrust it. Parry column of Nov.
22.
It is indeed a pity and a shame
that a campaign for a non-existent building should receive preceslence over Tower Hall. It. is
not the purpose of the ASH

Look For
Our Sign

Suletuf ISc
Fresh Ground Meat Used
Exclusively
150

L_

rarhus 21tti
Srec. acu tar

Editor:
To Thomas Berger and So.. Larson, who suggest naming the
proposed student union after our
Late President, I would like to
pose this question:
Which do you honestly think
Kennedy would have preferred
spending $3.6 million on a student union and naming it for
him, OR granting one-hundred
$3000 scholarships yearly to
needy students for the next 12
years?
I hope that SJS students are

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Tuns - Thurs.
9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Ft: and Sat.
9 a m.. 7 p.m.

Henry Watanabe
Owner
4 Barbers
All Hair Styles
Alma Center 148B Alma St. 293 0705

Eric
Peterson*
says...
t t Even If you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more insurance
later on ... with College Life’s
fatuous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men, call me today and
I’ll explain how and why. No obligation, of course.)

*ERIC PETERSON
se.

BURGERS/

UNION
11-12
414 E. WILLIAM

h clan !fairway
Brooks - N1100 Pat
Liz Porter Ltd.
455 E. WILLIAM * sear 10th Street
Onca Thur Notes
CY 5.7629

(Across from Library)

Vote on it.

December

FOR THE
I 1.T1 MATE IN FASHIONS

4th & San Fernando Sts.

talk about it.

COLLEGE

smart enough to realize this
suggested ".1Fii
is
VIII1111"
no-rely 1 pritintgatiiht method
"using" the emotions C111110.1.1 lay
the necent tragedy to get a "yetr
vote.
Jurries
II 18207

Burgers

SFRVICE
Don’t

President to further his own
mograrna nor those of the Adininistrat ion. but rather to carry
out the desires of the Student
Body whom he serves Certainly
it is not right that the campaign
I’ - a collerge union should overshadow clarification of the situation of Tower Hall. Indeed it is
not right that funds of the students of SJS should be indiscriminately spent on the ASB’s President’s campaign to foist his project upon his fellow students.
Carolyn Banton
TtiS
Mari iris R. Brinton
l’!299
Janet Kokos% O./.
1 7373
hut Wood
tri7
Thos. lii Pippo
Al4Iks
Elizabeth Peyer
A111463
Bob Yoder
A2519
R. L. Sutter
Pre’,..,
Young Republicans
Gordon .Athearn
.5(1931
John AnKle
AM/431
E. .1 Haelsaley
:11.3764
Karl T. El heel(
A7391;
Jiro Belli,
.541409
Douglas Guinn
12647
Fretl
r no.4i
A/4115

JFK Union Proposal -Propaganda Method

Holiday
S PAIR TA IV

most adequately serve the entire Student Body. I can not
stress this point enough. The
Student Council will corisider
every. possible suggestions which
is made about the Union Possibly the past public survey and
the fact that there will he more
future surveys best illustrates
the Student Council’s concern
with the Student Body’s opinions
about the Union.
N’ebiley Watkins
Allen Hall Vire-President
triall

CV 7-8877

1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378-0218

representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men
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Ready
Sabbaticals RecommendedlChecklists
For A -M Transfers
Duo
For 13 Faculty Members

4SPARTAN DAILY
Friday, December 6, 1963

Christmas Ball
Bids Available

Thirteen faculty members have
been recommended for sabbatical
Independent Housing Association
leaves during the 1964-65 academic
and Newman Club members are
year.
co-sponsoring a Christmas Ball to
The members were selected from
be held Saturday. December 14 at
a list of about 40 applicants and
Mary Ann Gardens.
were officially recommended by
Bids are on sale now to IHA
Pres. John T. Wahlquist.
Final action will he taken by
and Newman Club members for $2
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
a couple and $2.50 for other stuThe number approved for leave
dents. They are available at Founis determined by funds available.
tain Hall, 69 S. 10th St.
Faculty members on sabbatical
Playing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
POPE TO VISIT HOLY LANDPope Paul VI
a pontiff has set foot on Holy Land soil since
leave may draw full pay for one
at the dance will be "The Inclosed the second session of the Ecumenical
St. Peter, Christ’s apostle, left Palestine and
semester or half pay for the acat ruders."
Council in Vatican City with an announcement
established the papacy in Rome. It also will
demic year.
that he will make a historic pilgrimage to the
mark the first time a pope has left Italy since
n 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
Those recommended for sabHoly Land in January. It will be the first time
the time of Pius VII, who died in 1823.
batical leaves are:
Dr. Edgar Anderson, professor
of history; Dr. Charles B. Burdick, professor of history; Robert
F. Clothier, professor of mechanForeign*
Christmas cheer comes to San zine’s last issue of the semester ical engineering; Dr. Whitaker T.
Compact
FORT WORTH (UPI I
The Jose State Wednesday, Dec. 11. in is a seven-page photography me- Deininger, professor of philosophy;
Domestic
hleak future of Lee Harvey Os- the form of Lyke, the campus’ morial to John Steinbeck’s "CanE=
feature magazine, tied up under nery Row" of Monterey by Walt
is side widow was brightened yesa color-splashed cover and drawn Swarthout.
E All work guaranteed
terday by contributions that ex- around campus in a sled drawn
Other headlining features invesied $6,000 and a deluge of mail by Great Pyrenees dogs, large, clude a high -fashion layout on
E Prince’s Hancock
white, hairy dogs.
from sympathetic Americans.
winter coats for coeds, a "Strip
The 1963 Christmas issue of Tease for Skiers" by the Lyke
Automotive
E
Mrs. Oswald, 21, has two young
Lyke will go on sale Wednesday Doll, an article on the changing
children and speaks little English. at 7:30 a.m. Sales con ti ntie
3090 Monterey Rd.
culture of Japan and an interview
"Introduction to Vector and TenShe was left penniless when the through 4:30 p.m. Thursday.
227-9994
with the "old man of comedy,"
sor Analysis" titles the recently
E.Feature article in the maga- Jimmy Durante.
suspected assassin of President
’Competition tuneups
published mathematics textbook
Kennedy was slain.
written by Dr. Robert C. Wrede,
till11111111111111111111111111111111111111 Illassociate professor of mathematics
at San Jose State.
The textbook now in use in sevGET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH
eral of Wrede’s upper division and
When mealtime comes, visit the Main Street Hof Bran
graduate math courses, presents
for a well prepared dinner at a price that will suit
the fundamental ideas used in deany budget.
veloping geometry, analysis, and
linear algebra.
Choice of:
Four years went into the publiFOUR ENTREES and
cation which is a combination of
20 SALADS
class notes and summer writing
All you can eat for..
and editing, according to Wrede.
Besides use as a textbook in his
own classes he feels that it will
probably be used in other classes
as a reference book.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
20 SOUTH FIRST ST. 293-2011
A native of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Wrede received his B.S. and M.A.
degrees from Miami University in
Oxford. Ohio, and in 1956 was
awarded a Ph.D. from Indiana UniPLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 2% HRS.
versity.
He has business experience as ,
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
past consultant with IBM and as
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE
an employe at the Naval Radiation Lab at Hunters Point.
61 PAR.
Wrede taught one year at Miami
University before coming to San
HAPPINESS IS AT CHRISTMAS TIME . . . Chairman And; , Jose State where he has been
Coffin and her committeePam Ade++, Joanne Johnson and
i teaching for the last nine years.
Judy Sewell (I. to r.), hold up a poster announcing that ChristHe resides with his wife and three
mas Door Contest applications are due today. AWS urges all
children in San Jose.
hying centers to participate in the event. The winner will be
announced at the Engineering Building tree -lighting ceremony

i AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

Donations Deluge
Oswald’s Widow

Lyke Goes On Sale Wednesday

Math Instructor
Writes on Vector,
Tensor Analysis

$11 5 0

John V. De Vincenzi, associate
professor of art; Dr. T. C. Esselstyn, professor of sociology; Dr.
Robert C. Gordon, associate professor of English; Miss Elizabeth
M. Loeffler, professor of drama;
Dr. Ruth McKenzie, professor of
drama; Dr. Louis J. Peterson, assistant professor of biology; Dr.
Wilbur Sprain, head of the meteorology and physical science
department; and Mrs. Dolores F.
Spurgeon, professor of journalism.
Those whose names are on the
list for further consideration if
funds are available are, in order
of priority, are:
Dr. Martha H. Cox, associate
professor of English; Robert Collins, associate professor of art:
Dr. Gerald C. Preston, professor
of mathematics; Louis J. Fisch],
assistant professor of management; Dr. Albert Rosenberg, associate professor of English; Dr.
David L. Kulstein, associate professor of history; Kenneth W.
Auvil, associate professor of art;
Dr. Leonard Feldman, associate
professor of mathematics; and Dr.
Lawrence Pugno, associate professor of secondary education.

Golf Course and Driving Range
Weekday student green fees 51.25

S minntrs (rain Civic Center 1 mile East on MtKee Road Overpass
CL 1-1143
2142 McKee Road
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

Corps Placement

Dec. 17.

Peace Corps placement tests will
he given at the main San Jose
Post Office (First and St. John
Street tomorrow at 8:30 a.m.i
through his beard, which he had
Applications may be obtained in
acquired since the last time the the Dean of Student... Office, ADM.
trick was tried.
269.
First and second degree burns
on his face were the result. He
was treated at the City First Aid
Station.
Reports from Tempest humor
A San Jose police officer at the magazine editor Bob Neuman inscene suggested that, in the fu- dicate that the magazine’s mu ii
ture, McVey Iltie a funnel, and appearance was a near-sellout.
have someone standing by with Neuman reported earlier that he
a fire mtinguisher.
would try to publish the humor
This modern-day fire breather magazine on a monthly basis, if
gave his address as 1033 Burnt- the venture proved successful.
wood Ave., Sunnyvale.

ties today %vi
the Panhellei

Holiday Hairdos
for
Festive Fun

a;.:c.u1;In:cb:hsteopeoar2id :miainakrpr’eti’
Sue l)oIl.

will have two
Tstiehers.r:rursk:2,1

Priced

292-5177

Panhellenic I

Tues. thru Sat.

Willow Glen
Beauty College

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions

Motor Tun
Brake Sen
Whereto’
Wr tree Moror

1045 Willow Street
San Jose

Non & Santa Clara
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Student Bowling

141 Soutt

35’

BILLIARDS PARLOR
Pool-SnookerS1.00

per hour

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.

294.7800
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Call CY 3-1031

Rule Still Available

01.101/11011.1141111

f-m travel agency

Those students who v.-ere
to purchase the November iSSIle ,t1
f?,11e, the engineering magazine,
may now buy a copy in the SparI tan Bookstore for a limited time,

YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INvrrEDI

W

Spororhoiritenis

Flower
Shop

Fiery Breath Burns
Will saris NleVey, 26: Sr. a talented man. He can blow fire out
of his mouth.
According to police reports, at
about 11 n.m., McVey was sitting
with friends at a local bar.
He decided to show everyone his
trick, which he had performed
many times before.
He filled his mouth with lighter
Hold, and blew the volatile mixture through the flame of a
I igh ter
McVey had failed to notice that
the flammable fluid was dripping
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Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

HAMBURGERS GOTTA GO!

Phonographs
HI-F1 Sits
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnenvars
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Taps Recorders

been
Tired of eating slabs of meat that have
cona
pounded and burned, splashed with
and
dPscription,
coction that is beyond
drop
then
bun,
stuck between a stale moldy
by
the hamburger kick and switch to steaks

Campus
Casual

51

Archie’s.

No Money Down

A Year To Pay

FREE
PARKING

Sins: Skirt
6.56: Sweater 36-40
Colors: Skirt
Aqua, Yellow end Lavender
Sweater
White with Aqua, Yellow, or Lavender trim

W4

validate
all
downtown
lot
tickets

$8911
Price: Skirt:

66 Se.
First St.
downtown
CV 2-4910
rorati until

9 nO r
Mondays,
Thursdays,
Fridays

I II
th:s %It’s, wool flenned skirt and white wool and mohair sweater, imported
from Hong Kong with matched embroidered floral border trim is perfect
for all holiday or festive occesions.

San Jose’s
209 So. Toeff St.
Sunnyvale
PF 0591
211 Valley Fair
Open 1_1..1
CH 8.1040

9 00 P M
Monday% Thurdarepen S N.ohts
Fridays
Monday to Friday Until 9:14
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Duo Appears Tonight
At Folk Club Concert
FM radio station in San Francisco.
Young. 24, worked as a jazz
disc jockey and laboratory assistant. Presently he is devoting
his time to writing a novel and
singing.

Perry LederAl Young and
at tonight’s
perform
man will
Club concert at 8 in
Music
Folk
will sing numbers inF.132. They
spirituals,
cluding blues. ballads,
songs.
’and folk
broken attendThe duo have
Cabale nightthe
at
ance records
appeared on KPFA,
_
club and
-

Lederman, 21, will join Young
in the concert. Ile was reared in
Greenwich Village where he
learned to play the guitar and
became interested in folk music.
Lederman is now married and
has a child. He has just returned
from New York where he arranged a recording engagement
on the New Folk label.

Panhellenic Slates
Sorority Workshop
sorori
Problems that confront
discussed at
be
will
today
ties
Workshop anti
the Panhellenic
from 830
tomorrow
luncheon
on camhere
held
p.m
SM. to 2
lucheon will
pus. Speaker fin- the
in the San
he Sue Doll, active
Jose alumni.
Each sorority will be sending
ridelegates which will comprise
Each house
511 discussion groups.
leaders.
will have two discussiiin
The workshop was organized
ity sherry Saunders through the
Panhellenic Oa Jvil.

Young and Lederman have
sung throughout the U.S.. but.
they feel at home on the West
Coast and have become a popular duo in the Bay Area.

Forms Available
Job applications for the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in
Livermore are now available for
next summer.
Applications may he obtained
in the Placement Office, ADM 234. Deadline is .Ian 15, 1964

AUTO REPAIRS
Engine Rebuilding
Motor Tuns,ups
Ignition Systems
Poke Service
Starters & Generators
Care rrrrrrr
Courtsy Car Ava.lablo
written Motor Gua,art

OPEN DAILY
TO 640 Incl.
SATURDAYS

/Oa/olive

Zar30//

293CS1-72-1
141 South 3rd St.

t thoai

1111111111
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Library
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Safi Jose

FOLK
cnitars-Banjos-Lessons
RENT TO LEARN

BENNER MUSIC

1884 W. Sam Carlos
*shoe.60’....10og705;4

CY 7-7417
rte:::,

Municipal Chorus
To Play ’Messiah’
Tomorrow, Sunday
San Jose State will be represented by four students and one
faculty member at tomorrow
and Sunday’s ’Messiah" presented by the San Jose Municipal
Chorus. The performances will
be 815 p.m. Saturday and 3
p.m. Sunday in the Scottish Rite
Temple, 3rd and St. James
Streets, with Reginald G. Green brook, assistant conductor for
the Chorus, leading the singers.
The students front the campus
include Barbara Young, senior
elementary education major;
Harold Stephens. electrical engineer graduate student; Francia Stephens, senior interior decorator major; and Nancy Prinz.,
sophomore history major. Dr.
Charles W. Bell, assistant professor of science education, will
also participate in the event.
Seats are open to the public
without charge on a first -come,
first -seated basis. according to
Mrs. Jane Anderson, secretary
for patrons of the Chimus.

Weekend Doings
TODAY
Folk Music Club Concert, K132, 8 p.m.
A Cappella Choir Festival,
Civic Auditorium, 8 p.m.
"Ondine," College Theater,
8:15 p.m.
Christma.s Decor Exhibit, Villa Montalsr, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
"The Marriage - Go - Round,"
King Dock, Playhouse, 8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
’’Ondine," College Theater,
8:15 p.m.
Joan Baez Concert, Civic Auditorium. 8:30 p.m.
"Messiah," San .t’ se’ Municipal
Chorus, Scottish Rite Temple,
8:15 p.m.
"See How They Run." King
$
Dodo Playhouse, 8:30 p.m.
Christmas Decor Exhibit, Villa
Montalvo, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Christmas Parade, Los Gatos,
2-5 p.m.
"A Christmas Carol." Comedia
Theater, Palo Alto. 2:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
"Messiah." San Jose Municipal
Chorus, 3 p.m.
"Under the Yum Yum Tree,"
.Kit Dodo littyhouse,
p.m..
"A Christ mas Carol." Coa.
media. ’2.30 p.m.

You’re Invited

All -College Stomp
Santa Clara County

Friday. December 13
Including

Dance

Tickets:
$1
Two campus ficlet
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Three Band,
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Cafeteria
Bookstore
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By KAI SIMMS
Society Editor
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Christmas time is nearing and
festive season isir,. at San
Jose State with dances, sponsored activities and queen raffles’s.
The 13 semi-finalists for Theta Xi’s Cinderella Queen were
honored at a dinner last Thursday. The Cinderella Weekend, when
the queen is announced, will be held at the La Playa Hotel in Carmel this weekend.
CINDERELLA FINALISTS
Selected as semi-finalists are Kathy Bissell and Barbagil Bosco
Delta.Gamma; Sandy MeCorduck and Caroline Gerth, Gamma Phi
Bela; Pam Mangseth and Terri Cronin, Chi Omega; Jo Chandler
and Sandy Ruhanan, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Lee Man, :klpha Clii
Omega: Carol Wellenjoh, Alpha Phi; Sherry Howell, Kappa Alpha
Theta. and Linda Kuntz and Darlene ItIcKeller, Sigma Kappa.
The traditional Sweetheart of Sigma Chi Contest recently got
under way. Co-chairman, Jim Hunter and Ron Rossi have begun
receiving the names of the girLs selected to represent their respective living groups.
’MISS WINTERSET’ ASPIRANTS
Five finalists from Hoover Hail were interviewed Wednesday
and MC of the girls will be crowned "Miss Winterset. 1964" at the
dorm’s annual winter formal. The women competing for the title
age Terry Grill, Sally Koepff, Nan Morris. Christine Stanfield. and
Lynne Strong. These coeds will be judged on personality and charm
as well as beauty. The winner will he announceil at the dance held
tomomow evening at the Almaden country Club.
Tonight the brothers of Sigma Chi, and their guests will congregate for their Invitational Dance. A crowd of over 250 brother,
and guests is anticipatetl.
1111.1: EST LITTLE I’urv
The pledges of Sigma Alpha Mo Fraternity pulled a "sneaky"
trick recently. An overnight to Reno and back was in store for the
actives as the pledges pulled their fall sneak. While the pledges
caught the check for the weekend’s activities, the active body was
treated to a night on the town, including ringside tables at the
Mapes Hotel for the Johnny Deszoond show. After thoroughly covering the silver-paved streets of Reno the tired brothers returned
It, their motel for a few hours sleep before starting out on the long
trek homeward.
PINN1NGS
Carol Smith, sophomore English major from San Jose. to Walt
Shipikw, Theta Xi, sophomore engineering major from San Jose.
Barbara Madsen. president of Alpha Omicron Pi. senior elementary education major from San Carlos. to Chet Woodward. Phi
Delta Theta, Arizona State. from Redwood City, presently employed
by American Home Food Products.
ENGAGEMENTS
Linda Collins, Alpha Omicron Pi, senior psychology mai,
from Piedmont, to Thomas Jennings, who attended San Jose Stor
and is presently employed by IBM, from Redwood City. A September, 1964 wedding is planned.
Patricia Lynne Coughlan, senior home economics major from
Redwrxxl City, to Gard Ward Small. senior industrial technol,.:.
major from Tehachapi. An August, 1964 wedding is planned.
Priscilla Robertson, senior interior design major from Sim,
vale, to Leon Hurt front Ojai, employed with the I.. D. Caulk
in Menlo Park. The couple plan a Feb. 1. 1964 wedding.
Nancy Childs, Delta Gamma, senior occupational therapy major
from Hanford. to Jerry Hat mourn, senior business and industrial
management major from Menlo Park. A june 1964 wedding is slated
WEDDINGS
Mr. anti Mrs. Wilbur D. Jones of Campbell have annourno,i
the marriage itf their daughter, Jennifer Ann, to Raymond C.
Grueneich, son of the Henry C. Grueneichs of San Jose.
The Rev. George C’ullins offidated at the Oct. 11 ceremony
uniting the couple in marri.,..,
at the Grace Rapt ’.1
ta San Jose.

Joan Baez To Perform
At Civic Saturday Night

Fairground Pavilion Building

Pot, tinger Bobby Freeman
and the Tony Pagani Band

t,

Joan Ea.’, well knovvn folk singer, will appear in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium tomorrow
night at 8:30.
Miss Baez, 20. became interested in folk MUSiC in 1958 when
her family moved to Boston,
where she met college student
folk MIlsie enthusiasts mho fill, d
the local coffee shops. She later
sang in night elebs. and in rico
she appeared at the Newport
t’olk Festival, wheel started her
on her way to fame.
The many places Mr, Baez
WfIS raised include Palo Alto,
Redlands, New Yiirk. Boston.
and Bain:dad. It Iva, during her
early teens that die first began tor
,i1111 play the guitar

rd. WOGSON

trLICLE

The new Mrs. tireeneich.
alunma of Campbell High Sere
is enrolled at San Jose Stare
where she will continue her
similes. Raymond, a former student of the college is presently
employed by the San .irsc Post
Offiee Detrartmeirt

HURTPortraying Princess Bertha,
by the water nympth in a

Marian Stave (r.) has been

scene from the Drama Department production of "Ondine" opening tonight in the College Theater at 8:15. Trying to cairn her are the King, center,

insulted

portrayed by Jim Tellefson, and Betram, a courtier and poet
by Tracy Thornell. See story on Page I.
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Tropical
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SPECIAL SUNDAY JAM SESSIONS
728 N. 13th St.

CY 5-9872
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FOREIGN CAR

Closest complete
foreign car

SPECIALISTS

service
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition

San Jose
F3REiGN CAR SERVICE
180 So. Market

286-1100

Just south of San Jose Library
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I KNOW WHY
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Dine at Ticos Tacos this weekend. A Special Combination
Enchilada, Taco, Rice or 2eans
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CLEIriiNG [ILLS GO!
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Lou Tully, Bob Howse, Alan Kelley, Dave Corbet, and Larry Loganbill (second team NorCal).
Back row: Ray Arveson, Dick Riddle, Joe Gotelii, Sheldon Harmatz, Don Ward (manager),
Coach Lee Walton, Dave Wix (manager), Bob
Pitcher, Herman Radloff, Pete Sagues (second
team All-State) and Gary Read (first team All State).

SMILE, YOU’RE ON CANDID CAMERA-The
1963 San Jose State varsity water polo team,
second in the State College Tournament, and
third in the NorCal League, poses for Spartan
Daily. Front row, left to right: Jim Adams, Dave
Thompson. Mike Parker, (co-captain), Charley
Douglas (co-captain), George Kinghorn, and
Jeff Logan. Second row: Mike Hansen, Bruce
Hobbs, Frank Barnes (second team All-State),

897 El Camino Real
Sunnyvale
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1.19

Any 3 meata $1.90
Any 2 meats $1.63
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .25
’pilfers int hole choice of Salad, Flarbt-querl fleanft,
or 11.1caroni, FIrtdr1 and Hotter
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun
Banquet Facilities 5 to 700
CY 5-2626
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.

Dinner
in

Jackets

Color

- COMBINATION PLATES

We Specialize in Weddings, Proms, and All
Formal Occasions.

. ;
(-7T2E
TUXEDO
,,,9;0/2
Fourth Street
San Jose
Telephone 293-7420

TANKS
REGULATC
PACK PA(
READY 114
SPEAR GL
WEIGHT 1
FLIPPERS
4 H.P. 01J
SURF MA’
DUCK FEE
SURFROM

20/c
F

35 South

STAP

1811111.-__

-011111111111111
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Spartans Make Home Debut Tonight

MAR IANO

k

.411.4"

CORDOBA

ITEACHER OF

Another Elgin Baylor?

FLAMENCO
GUITAR
Phone
297-9483
Ave.
Spencer
252
San Jose

Leads Pilot Attack
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Cincinnatus was an early Roman
dictator in 458 and again in
B.C. His greatest triumph was
possibly in 458, when he defeated
the Aequian tribe in a single day.
But, he never had a chance to
play basketball.

"Giovanni’s
Reads from

PHILIP ROTH
Letting Go"

Bernard Malamud
’ The Magic Barrel"

Tonight, there (1/t1Ths to Spartan Gym, a (3minnat on, who can
play tuulkethalli KO well, in fact
his team-Portland U Ids emits.is ranked among the hest teams
on the West Coast after a dismal 8-18 record last year.

WILLIAM STYRON
Lie Down in Darkness’’
On Calliope Records
$1.25
331/3 LP

The Pooh Perplex
Frederick Crews $2.25

---

1( )1i.ti
II rightPAPERBACKS PLUS
Ph. 295-8411

(It)

.4.*1401..41 111,i.poWy )IIt$

14.11M$9.1)).

FOR YOU
.lincrictis Most Beautiful Hof bruit
SPECIAL

$149

STUDENTS’ DINNER

Mon. & Thur. Nights
BOB THOMPSON
(Former SJS, ATO)
and
DAVE MARTY
on Banio
9-1 p.m.

Serval Daily:
4:30.8:00 p.m.
II:00 a.m.- 8.00

garden

City

Afirau

51 So. Market
ni).n

t"

San Jose State’s gymnast ir leant
hail a
dual record last season.
but finished the year with an impressive fourth -place finish in the
stale champonships. is,
I lair
,i0.

IN 7.2102

" S010.10.1

it

ITS HOT! THIS HONDA "90"
Super Sport Model C200
ONLY $350 P.O E.
Tts new model has high power output giving terrific performance
In motoicycle will climb practically all up.grades at normal running
speed.
Cote and gel one now while the stock lasts, or have one put on layaway tt, Christmas. Available in black, white or red.

ofifs-

BILL MANDER

Everything

on sale

for

REGULATORS
PACK PACKS
READY MADE SUITS
SPEAR GUNS
WEIGHT BELTS
FLIPPERS SLIPPERS (BLUE)
4 H P. OUTBOARDS
SURF MATS
DUCK FEET (BLEW
SURFBOARDS

joined the Pilots midway through the 1962-63 season and averaged 13.6 points.
POWI11

This year, "Cincy." Steve Anstett and Tom Nichols give Al
Negratti’s crew deadly scoring, experience and strong rebounding.
Stu Inman’s Spartans rolled
over the Pilots 60-43 and 66-48 to
open last year’s campaign. Bill
Robertson. Eddie Sims, Bill Yonge
and Dennis Bates, all part of the
SJS twin-victory aren’t around this
year.
On the other hand. Portland has
An.stett 16-81, Powell 16-61, Nichols (6-3) and Jim Dorteh (6-41
back from last season, plus talented newcomers Ken lalkner
6-21, Mickey Toner (6-71 and Sam
Coston I 6-2,.

SALE

S38.95
14.95
12.50
26.50
9.50
6.95
2.95
69.95
12.50
6.45
14 ’/’,
15’ ,. OFF

$ 5;1;45
29.95
22.50
56.00
14.95
II "I
t,’f

No. I guard, John Kratitig
doesn’t ow. heating has town
away from practice this week
with the flu. He Is a former
All-Nortal hiwkcourt start at
Sacred Heart in San Francisco.
Pat Sheehan, a scrappy player
from Bellarmine will get the call
if Keating is still ailing.
Tom Smith, Steve Schlink and
13111 Higgins are expected to share
the offensive and defensive load
for the Spartaba bes.
Saturday evening, the locals entertain City College of San Francisco. whom Glines rates as a
real ’iamb early season oppinent.
forward Art AdallIS
Led hg
and center Don Chandler, former
Air Force star, the hams have
scored wins over the Stanford
Braves and Delta (7tollege of
Stockton.
-Sid Phelan’s cagers are well drilled." says Glines. Starting
time is slated for 5:45 p.m. in the
Spartiin Gym.

if.:4114.

,
V.-....A.

20% OFF

During two-week sale with any
purchase over 11.00

STAN’S SKIN DIVING SHOP
554 S. Bascom, San Jose
Phnsrn 294 771

others

Can be proud of your shirts,
if you

get

them

cleaned

at:

_Jed -I
LAL NDRY and SHIRT CLEANERS
555

E.

Santa Clara

shirt’s hest Pio-nil

VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM
SPARTAN GIANT-Harry Edwards, at 6-8 and 225 pounds,
will use his heft and scoring eye
against Portland tonight and
tomorrow. Edwards is back for
his third year at center.

HUNGRY
FOR STEAK?
Try a Juicy
Steak Dinner
Ground Steak
Dinner Steak
New York Steak
Club Steak
Special Top Sirloin
T -Bone Steak

FREE
PARK!

Make Big Strides
in reading and
comprehension

AL’S &

Cell CH 8-71c74

EARL’S

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

38 S. 3rd

Reculith. thrte.

$1.25
$1.25
$2.05
$2.25
S2.75
$3.50

72 E. SANTA CLARA

375 TOWN & COU’iTRY VILLAGE

___,
AT Rapier

slacks

a" i.o.o:e..s,:itrv

’ ’ ’,,

..a.1.1
4.

im COnit.’!.?f, ft,

,
-. ,....

I!..,:,:.4

.....

iairiiiltt gil

all items except custom
suits and weights

FREE AIR REFILLS

Jazz

Memberships available

iI:,’,.

Itt::..rZiit

Karl’s
Shell Service
Hh and Santa Clara

71te Changing ccette

’’ -N,1,
4 I,

4. - -

Foreign Car
Specialist

"Portland has a lot going fot
them in Anstett and Powell. T
heat a team with the size of i!
.,ing to take a Pilots o
1;1..
defro,
oar pail
S.T. Saffold (6-41 is the conk
sparked San Jose
(eel tee tho Iotul
starting math, pr
at Santa Barbara
os and knocking
first five after meshing It leoliutiii
a Spartan 59-59 is in liser
an the Gauchos.
Santa Barbara mn.d iirui:is night. i also lauded by Inman for a first
.1,asatc. Saff.,1,1 at the ...INT
were Saffold and
ame elf’ ’r’
.,.
vart
I’ nil’ P
tr,nut,!
the lituo
NCAA
ago.
Veteran Harry Edward,
will be at center. out Al .1,,,
Dance to
(5-101 and Ron Labetivh
open at the guaids. Efit ,.1,,
Janesi ale seniors and I.
junior.
The Silvertones and
Soph’s Frank Tarrantb.
Jeff Goodere .6-6. mid Pet,
10th and William

Anstalt struck for 18.2 points
per game from his center WM
last whiter. Ile scored mils
points, as did P011.11. ill 1:1,t
week’s 82-55 is-ill user san FranCISCO State, whereas Coston and

Frosh Cagers Tackle
Cabrillo JC in Prelim

The frosh will be hinting if

December 2nd to December 15th
Reg.

I hint ing siiiia in on Spartan swim
weords opened early this year.
Before
assembled audience
Wednesday at (’a-lice, the SJS
2n0 -yard freestyle relay team lowthe school record from
1
to an unofficial 131.4.
Sagues, Dave Corbel.
\wieilas Schoonmann, and fresh Melt) Greg Buckingham did the
ii.mors. in the wiimen’s 25-yaril
p. mil. Swim season doesn’t off).
open iintil February.

II,,’ Cabrillo attack
iiirward [’ton Pavley.
\ second -year man, Pavley proIded most of the offensive punch
Foothil I. tanking 16

SKIN DIVERS
TANKS

Swim Record

Tiw freshman cagers make their
Hone &hut tonight against Ca’will College preceding the varity
Tip off time is an
city 543.
Danny Glines’ Spartababes will
. trying to even their record at
LI. having dropped their season
awner to Menlo College 70-52.
Cabrillo is also looking for its
Hard triumph of the young seain. The visitors lost 69-56 to

=

154 2110

4
CHIEF PILOT--Only a junior,
Cincinnatus Powell, is already
being acclaimed by Northwest
sportswriters as another Elgin
Baylor. The Portland star is 6-6
and 225 pounds. San Jose State
will get a good look at Powell
in a two -game home series
opening tonight.
-

HI 16-31
Falkner each pour.1 in IX points
P.o,vell and (
spariri
I and
.
I
Itlhits used n
transfer lb..!
.*,
piling up an early point advanticii
"We’re still ma serg%g
over SFS.
team," Inman said. "Our detenThe Spartans, in order to Lraor she play against Santa Barbara
th,. Pilots down to ground le\ ei. was extremely promising for a
will again launch its ’youth muse- Be-rum that is seey using.
Six of the 14 players who’ll slat
iip for San Jose tonight are sophomores. Four of the six should
.lefinitely see action

lie’s Cincinnatus Powell, a big.
brawny forward. Powell leads the
Pilots against San Jose State tonight and tomorrow night. Game
times are S p.m.
Up in the Northwest, sport:
writ ens are Pegging Powell as another Elgin Baylor. Whether he I
has the precision, balance and durability of Elgin will be seen to- .
night.

UNICEF Christmas Cards
- SHOP UNTIL 9 TONIGHT -

TV

Hit. FINIS!!

Cincinnatus Here Tonight

JAMES BALDWIN
Room"

260 So. 2nd.

SPARTAN DAILY.-?
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larry nelson
tu.
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CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
16/1 The Alameda - Suite 311
294-5660
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Art Martinez
290 SOUTH FIRST ST.
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the First National Charge Plan
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321 S. 1st St.
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College chop

A Full Line of
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Oriocci Plans
Bowling Tourney
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Foreign Students Asked To MSU Meet
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Grad Interviews
Now Being Held
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NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

One time
500 a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

Three times
Five times
25it a line ! 20t a line

Add this
amount for
each addt1 line

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
.50

1.00

.75
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Night

So. 2nd St.
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EMBLEMS, GLOVES,
KEY RINGS, LEATHER FOBS
Perfect Christmas Gifts for the Sports

Car Owner

Come in and select the perfect gift from out of our

Complete line of sport car

F. A. P
Open
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FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CV 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

SAVE ME

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
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CUGGINOS’ PIZZA
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Enjoy Smoking
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SEVENTY-FIFTH ROSE BOWL QUEEN-Wearing her crown
and holding a bouquet of flowers, Nancy Kneeland, 19, student
at Pasadena City College, was selected queen to reign over the
75th annual Tournament of Roses in Pasadena, Calif.
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STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Cielter starts Mis Sammlay,
1230-4,30 p.m., in the 014.11’S 0101
women’s gym.
Basl«,t ball, Ping Pong, Volleyball and Badminton are offered,
besides swimming from 1 ’t il 4
p.m. and trampolining from 1 ’til
3 p.m. Student Body Cards are
I needed for admission.
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